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Suffix doubling and suffix deletion in Bole (part 2)

1 Roadmap

(1) Syntactically/semantically-unmotivated repetition of a morpheme within the word.

(2) Contexts for doubling in Bole.

(a) doubleable and straddleable morphemes
(b) ‘outside-in’ conditioning
(c) opaque conditioning

(3) Contrasting theories of doubling.

(a) morphological weakness (e.g. in Optimal Construction Morphology, Inkelas
and collaborators)

(b) paradigm uniformity (e.g. Optimal Paradigms, McCarthy 2005)
(c) morphotactic optimization (here)

(4) Claim: In Bole and similar cases, doubling is a strategy for jointly satisfying mor-
photactic constraints which could not otherwise be mutually satisfied.

An affix wants to be in two places at once, so the grammar lets it... *Struc
pays the price.

(5) It arises from the overgeneralization of local morphotactics, as predicted by a theory
in which ordering restrictions are encoded locally, e.g. as bigrams (Ryan 2010).

2 Semantically vacuous affix repetition

(1) Our focus is semantically unmotivated affix doubling, as in Bole.

(2) Cf. semantically motivated doubling, e.g. Tagalog (Maclachlan 1989):

(a) pa-kulóP ‘to boil sth.’
(b) pa-pa-kulóP ‘to make so. boil sth.’
(c) pa-pa-pa-kulóP ‘to cause so. to make so. boil sth.’

(3) Cf. repetition of synonymous but distinct formatives, e.g. Choguita Rarámuri (Ca-
ballero 2008):

(a) pá-s-ki-ma throw-appl-appl-fut.sg ‘he/she/it will throw for so.’
(b) sú-n-ki-ma sew-appl-appl-fut.sg ‘he/she/it will sew for so.’

(4) Cf. repetition in compound-like structures and/or cases which might be analyzed as
agreement (e.g. commanders-in-chiefs, picker-upper).
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(5) Bona fide examples of vacuous suffix doubling:

(a) Bole (Gimba 2000) Ngòr- án -tá- N -gó

tie-plS-femO-plS-asp ‘they tied her’
(b) Jita (Downing 2005) oku=gus- y -á:n- y -a

inf=buy-caus-rec-caus-fv ‘to sell to e.o.’
(c) Chichewa (Hyman 2003) ...-máN-́ıts- an -ir- a:n -a

...-tie-caus-rec-appl-rec-fv ‘make e.o. tie for’

(6) A few things to note in (5):

(a) both derivational and inflectional suffixes can double
(b) the doubles always undergo normal phonologically-driven allomorphy1

(c) doubling cannot be analyzed as pure phonology (e.g. harmony)
(d) doubling only occurs across at least one intervening morph

3 Background on Bole doubling

(1) Building the verb (pl.subj an doubles over fem.sg.obj tá) (Gimba 2000, Schuh 2009):

a. Ngór
tie

-wò:
-completive

-ýı
-null.obj

‘he tied it’

b. Ngòr
tie

-áN
-pl.subj

-gò:
-completive

-ýı
-null.obj

‘they tied it’

c. Ngór
tie

-tá:
-fem.sg.obj

-wó
-completive

‘he tied her’

d. Ngòr
tie

-án
-pl.subj

-tá
-fem.sg.obj

-N
-pl.subj

-gó
-completive

‘they tied her’

1Unlike reduplication, where you could get rule over- or underapplication due to correspondence.
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(2) Another example (ventive it doubles over fem.sg.obj tá):

a. Ngòr
tie

-t́ı
-totality

‘that he tie it up’

b. Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-t́ı
-totality

‘that he tie it up and bring it’

c. Ngòr
tie

-tá:
-fem.sg.obj

-t̀ı
-totality

‘that he tie her up’

d. Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-tá
-fem.sg.obj

-t
-ventive

-t̀ı
-totality

‘that he tie her up and bring her’

(3) Doubleable suffixes:

/ak/ ‘fem.sg.subj’ /an/ ‘pl.subj’
/in/ ‘ventive’ /it/ ‘ventive’

(4) Straddleable suffixes:

all object agreement: /ná/ ‘1.sg.obj’ /mú/ ‘1.pl.obj’
/Śı/ ‘2.fem.sg.obj’ /ká/ ‘2.masc.sg.obj’
/kú/ ‘2.pl.obj’ /sú/ ‘3.pl.obj’
/tá/ ‘3.fem.sg.obj’ /ǹı/ ‘3.masc.sg.obj’

two extensions: /ti/ ‘totality’ /di/ ‘additive’

(5) But merely having a doubleable + straddleable does not guarantee doubling. The
following (final) suffix must also be of a certain type:

(a) doubling happens before: ko ‘completive’ and ti ‘totality’.

(b) doubling does not happen before: yi ‘null object’ and Ø.

(6) Schematically (arrow indicates doubling):
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(7) Outside-in conditioning, e.g.

(a) No doubling before yi. E.g. ventive it fails to double over fem.sg.obj tá:

Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-tà:
-fem.sg.obj

-ýı
-null.obj

‘that he tie her and bring her’

(b) No doubling before Ø. E.g. ventive it fails to double over fem.sg.obj tá (realized
as [tó] in final position):

Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-tó
-fem.sg.obj

‘that he tie her and bring her’

(c) E.g. ventive it fails to double over totality ti:

Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-t́ı
-totality

témŚı
sheep

‘that he tie up the sheep and bring it’

(d) None of these is due to phonology. E.g. re (c), cf. Ngòráttút témŚı ‘he tied up
the sheep’. *Ngòŕıtt́ıt témŚı would be phonologically licit for (c).

4 Morphological weakness? Not in this case.

(1) A functional motivation for multiple exponence in some cases: The inner morph is
insufficiently salient, so it is augmented with an outer morph.

(2) Take Choguita Rarámuri sú-n-ki-ma ‘sew-appl-appl-fut.sg’. Inkelas & Caballero
(2008) say: “an inner, lexicalized marker is a weak exponent of Applicative, and
a second, regular, outer exponent is added to bring up the target meaning to a
minimum threshold level.”2

2See also Caballero (2008, 2010) and Inkelas et al. (2006).
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(3) Weaker affixes are characterized by properties such as... (Hay & Plag 2004)

(a) less productivity
(b) less segmentability
(c) more allomorphy
(d) smaller size

(4) So, when Bole Ngòr- án - tá - N -gó (subject doubles over object) or Ngòr- ı́t - tá - t -t̀ı

(ventive doubles over object), is the doubling motivated by weakness?

(a) We are no longer dealing with two distinct morphemes; no issue of differential
salience/productivity.

(b) No independent evidence of weakness. All doubleable suffixes are fully produc-
tive and regular, occurring undoubled in many contexts, e.g.

(i) Ngòr- áN -gò:-ýı

(ii) Ngòr- ı́t -t́ı

(c) Outside-in morphological conditioning, e.g., ventive doubles over the object
only when certain suffixes follow (compare (2d) to (7a,b) above). But no look-
ahead in cyclical construction.

(d) Still need a theory of morphotactics to determine the doubles’ placement. But,
I argue, the morphotactic grammar alone, given its independently motivated
locality, can already explain both the fact of doubling and the placement of
the doubles in one fell swoop.
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(5) Aside: analogy can create illusions of weakness-motivated doubling.

(a) Consider English children (child + pl + pl) < OE cild-ru (child + pl)
(b) c. 1100s, children appears (OED), adding redundant pl -en
(c) Why? Plurals like lambru persist (*lambren): if ru is weak, why no

fortification in these cases?
(d) Answer: children was analogized to other kinship terms, e.g. brethren

(brother + en). The doubling was due to contamination, not fortification.
(e) Similarly, I argue below that a kind of analogy is the cause of doubling in

Bole, not receding productivity.

5 Optimal paradigms? Not in this case.

(1) Downing’s (2005) analysis of Jita gus- y - á:n - y -a (caus y doubles over rec an).

(2) McCarthy (2005) restricts Optimal Paradigms to inflectional paradigms (e.g. am-o:,
am-as, am-at, etc.), but Downing relaxes this assumption.

(3) Align-y (‘align caus to the end of the stem’) is crucial. Otherwise (b) (with no
doubling) wins. In fact, all OP analyses of doubling will depend on some constraint
(dominating OP) pulling the morph into its outermost position.

(4) What is Bole’s answer to Align-y?

(a) First, we need to stipulate an alignable constituent, say, the ‘x-stem’:

(i) Ngòr- ı́t - tá - t ]-t̀ı tie-ventive-fem.sg.obj-ventive]-totality

(ii) Ngòr- án - tá - N ]-gó tie-pl.subj-fem.sg.obj-pl.subj]-completive

(b) and set up the appropriate Align constraints:

Align(ventive, R, xstem, R), Align(pl.subj, R, xstem, R), etc.
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(c) But outside-in conditioning makes a viable ‘x-stem’ undefinable:

(i) *Ngòr- ı́t - tà: ]-ýı tie-ventive-fem.sg.obj-ventive]-null.obj

(ii) *Ngòr- ı́t - tà: -ýı] tie-ventive-fem.sg.obj-ventive-null.obj]
(d) Another problem: recall the template:

(e) The same morpheme (totality) can both (i) be doubled over and (ii) follow the
double. If totality closes the x-stem in (ii), it must do so in (i) as well. NB. /ti/
harmonizes to [tu] in (i).

(i) Ngòr- án - tù - N -gó tie-pl.subj-totality-pl.subj-completive

(ii) Ngòr- án - tá - n -t̀ı tie-pl.subj-fem.sg.obj-pl.subj-totality

6 Bigram morphotactics: an overview

(1) Ryan (2010) argues that arbitrary (interface-unmotivated) affix ordering restrictions
are encoded in the grammar as local bigram constraints, e.g.

X-Y (X and Y are morphemes): violated by any candidate lacking X-Y.

(2) E.g. Dep-morph, Max-morph � X-Y � Y-X ensures that /X,Y/ is realized as
X-Y, regardless of scope and other considerations.

(3) Arguably superior to other theories of arbitrary ordering, e.g.

(a) precedence bigrams (‘X>Y’, e.g. Paster 2006, Caballero 2008)
(b) affix alignment (Align(X, left, PWd, left), e.g. Trommer 2003)
(c) affix movement rules (e.g. X lowers to Y, e.g. Embick & Noyer 2001)
(d) position classes or a grand template (e.g. Hyman 2003)

(4) Accounts for phenomena such as:

(a) counter-scopal or otherwise arbitrary ordering restrictions
(b) non-transitive restrictions (X-Y and Y-Z, but Z-X)
(c) context-sensitivity in ordering (e.g. X-Y in one context, Y-X in another)
(d) gradient variation in ordering (certain possible scenarios)
(e) analogical extension in ordering
(f) learnability of ordering
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(5) As an example of (d), Tagalog aspectual red exhibits free (i.e. meaningless) in-
traspeaker variation in its placement, e.g.

(a) ma-red-Pi-pa-root (0.3%)
(b) ∼ ma-Pi-red-pa-root (90.9%)
(c) ∼ ma-Pi-pa-red-root (8.8%)

(6) All ordering permutations are given as candidates (only five are shown in this
tableau, but all 5!=120 were in the spreadsheet). Only observed bigrams are posited
as constraints.

re
d-p

a

pa
-r
ed

Pi
-r
ed

re
d-P

i

Pi
-p

a
m

a-
Pi

pa
-
√

re
d-
√

m
a-
re

d

gen’d score candidate 13.0 12.9 11.5 11.5 10.6 8.3 7.6 6.2 5.2

a. 90.73% 46.4 ma-Pi-red-pa-
√

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
b. 8.87% 48.8 ma-Pi-pa-red-

√
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

c. 0.40% 51.9 ma-red-Pi-pa-
√

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
d. 0.00% 60.3 red-ma-Pi-pa-

√
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

e. 0.00% 62.4 ma-pa-red-Pi-
√

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

(7) An example of (b) (nontransitivity) from Quechua (Muysken 1988):

ri-schi schi-na na-ri

a. + -ri-schi- ∗
b. -schi-ri- ∗! ∗
a. + -schi-na- ∗
b. -na-schi- ∗! ∗
a. + -na-ri- ∗
b. -ri-na- ∗ ∗!

7 Doubling as local morphotactics

(1) Representative Bole data set (factoring out allomorphy). Includes doubleable suf-
fixes both doubling (d, i, k) and failing to double (b, f, g, j). Also includes the cases
of totality being doubled over (k) and doubled before (i).

(a) {R, ko, yi} R-ko-yi
(b) {R, an, ko, yi} R-an-ko-yi
(c) {R, ta, ko} R-ta-ko
(d) {R, an, ta, ko} R- an -ta- an -ko
(e) {R, ti} R-ti
(f) {R, it, ti} R-it-ti
(g) {R, it, ta} R-it-ta
(h) {R, ta, ti} R-ta-ti

(i) {R, it, ta, ti} R- it -ta- it -ti
(j) {R, it, ta, yi} R-it-ta-yi

(k) {R, ta, ti, ko} R- ta -ti- ta -ko

(2) Every ordering/doubling permutation is given as a candidate for each input (e.g. for
(a) {R, ko, yi}: R-ko-yi, R-yi-ko, R-ko-yi-yi, R-yi-ko-yi, etc.).
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(3) Sixteen bigrams are observed in the training data; these are posited as constraints.
In addition, *Struc ‘assign a penalty for each segment’ is posited.3

(4) Working rankings/weightings (thanks OT-Help, Becker et al. 2007):

(a) OT

stratum I R-an, R-it, ko-yi, an-ko, an-ta, ta-an, it-ti, it-ta, ta-yi
stratum II R-ta, ta-ko, ta-ti
stratum III R-ko, R-ti, *Struc
stratum IV ta-it, it-ta

(b) HG

4.0 ta-an, it-ti, R-an
3.0 it-ta
2.0 ta-ko, ta-ti, R-it, R-ta
1.0 an-ta, ti-ta, an-ko, R-ko, ko-yi, ta-it, R-ti, ta-yi, *Struc

(5) Sample HG tableau:

/{R, an, ta, ko}/ ta-an R-an R-ta ta-ko an-ta an-ko *Struc

4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
a. + R-an-ta-an-ko (13.0) ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
b. R-an-ta-ko (14.0) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
c. R-ta-an-ko (14.0) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

(6) This is not a brute force approach. E.g. if we take the data from (1) but retain only
the second copy of each doubled morpheme, no bigram grammar is possible.

(a) {R, ko, yi} R-ko-yi
(b) {R, an, ko, yi} R-an-ko-yi
(c) {R, ta, ko} R-ta-ko
(d) {R, an, ta, ko} R-ta-an-ko (R- an -ta- an -ko)
(e) {R, ti} R-ti
(f) {R, it, ti} R-it-ti
(g) {R, it, ta} R-it-ta
(h) {R, ta, ti} R-ta-ti

(i) {R, it, ta, ti} R-ta-it-ti (R- an -ta- it -ti)
(j) {R, it, ta, yi} R-it-ta-yi

(k) {R, ta, ti, ko} R-ti-ta-ko (R- an -ti- ta -ko)

(7) But the grammar with only the first copies retained is possible. That’s good, because
that’s what you get in Pre-Bole and other Bole-Tangale.

(8) This account correctly predicts that:

(a) doubling does not discriminate between inflection and derivation
(b) doubles never exhibit symptoms of inter-correspondence

3Assume constraints along the lines of Dep-M and Max-M are undominated, so that we are dealing
with all and only input-licensed morphemes.
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(c) the longer the morph, the less likely it is to be doubled4

(d) doubles are always separated by at least one morph5

(9) Re (8d), let’s add a candidate (c) with adjacent doubling to tableau (5).

/{R, an, ta, ko}/ ta-an R-an R-ta ta-ko an-ta an-ko *Struc

4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
a. + R-an-ta-an-ko (13.0) ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
b. R-an-ta-ko (14.0) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
c. R-an-an-ta-ko (16.0) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
d. R-ta-an-ko (14.0) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

8 On the emergence of doubling

(1) Affix order analogy, made possible by overgeneralization during morphotactic learn-
ing, can explain the emergence of doubling. Consider Pre-Bole to Bole:

Pre-Bole Bole

*R-an-ko > R-an-ko
*R-ta-ko > R-ta-ko
*R- an -ta-ko > R- an -ta- an -ko

(2) Let’s say a hypothetical Pre-Bole learner encounters the following representative
forms (given with some made-up relative frequencies):

datum gloss training rel. freq.

(a) R-an-ko ‘R-pl.subj-completive’ 10
(b) R-ta-ko ‘R-fem.sg.obj-completive’ 2
(c) R-an-ta-ko ‘R-pl.subj-fem.sg.obj-completive’ 1

(3) The bigram learner matches its training data here, as it should. But to simulate
language change, something has to give — learners must occasionally converge on
a different grammar, at least temporarily.

(4) Is there evidence that the early learner is particularly conflicted between, say,
R- an -ta-ko (no doubling) and R- an -ta- an -ko (with doubling), above and beyond
all other contenders? Ways to investigate this:

(a) expose the learner to fewer training data and wug-test it
(b) crank up the learner’s smoothing factor (propensity to generalize)
(c) check the silver medalist in maxent-HG

(5) Re (c): I train a maxent grammar (using Wilson & George 2008) on the sample data
in (2) with σ2 (the lower, the smoother) at 100. As always, all ordering/doubling
permutations are included in the spreadsheet as candidates.

4Thanks to *Struc.
5A-B-B-C will always be harmonically bounded by A-B-C, again thanks to *Struc (at least if we

assume there are no identity bigrams).
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(6) For {R, an, ta, ko}, the observed candidate (R-an-ta-ko) is the most probable out-
put, as expected (98.9%).

(7) Among innovative mappings, the most probable (by a wide margin) is R- an -ta-
an -ko (0.6%). This mass increases if σ2 decreases, but under any reasonable σ2, it

is the best unfaithful mapping — that is the point.

(8) More abstractly: a learner sees lots of R-an-ko, so it gives R-an and an-ko weight.
Now it has to decide what to do with {R, an, ta, ko}:

output satisfies at the expense of

R- an -ta-ko R-an, *Struc an-ko
R- an -ta- an -ko R-an, an-ko *Struc
...

(9) Doubling allows the speaker to satisfy multiple local morphotactic constraints which
could not otherwise be jointly met.

9 Opaque conditioning

(1) Doubling happens (a) when ko follows, but not (b) if nothing follows.

(a) Ngòr
tie

-ún
-ventive

-tù
-totality

-N
-ventive

-gó
-completive

‘he tied it up and brought it’

(b) Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-t́ı
-totality

témŚı
sheep

‘that he tie up the sheep and bring it’

NB. both allomorphs of the ventive undergo doubling in appropriate contexts:

(c) Ngòr
tie

-́ıt
-ventive

-tá
-fem.sg.obj

-t
-ventive

-t́ı
-totality

‘that he tie her up and bring her’

(2) /ko/ opaquely conditions doubling even if it is realized as [Ø], e.g. before an object:6

(a) Ngòr
tie

-át
-fem.sg.obj

-tù
-totality

-t
-fem.sg.obj

-Ø
-completive

tèmŚı
sheep

‘he tied up the sheep’

(b) Ngòr
tie

-ún
-ventive

-tù
-totality

-n
-ventive

-Ø
-completive

tèmŚı
sheep

‘he tied up the sheep and brought it’

6Russ has already offered several arguments demonstrating that ko is inserted in these cases, even
though its segmental material fails to surface.
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(3) Some possible approaches to opaque conditioning:

(a) insertion/linearization prior to all phonology (as in Distributed Morphology).

(b) phonology/insertion/linearization interwoven, but candidate chains allow the
harmonizing operation of affixation to ‘precede’ the harmonizing operation(s)
of suffix elision (as in Wolf 2008, McCarthy 2010).

(c) look for a surface trace of ko, e.g. its tone.

10 Conclusion

(1) Bole is important for the theory of doubling:

(a) pervasive (several common affixes involved) and totally regular

(b) innovated relatively recently; absent in closely related dialects

(c) conditioned by the following context

(d) conditioning can be phonologically opaque

(2) Ryan (2010) makes a number of arguments for the necessity of local (bigram) mor-
photactic constraints over other theories of arbitrary ordering, but does not treat
doubling.

(3) As we now show, this theory can be extended to affix multiplication (both its syn-
chrony and diachrony).

(4) Other potential accounts, e.g. paradigm uniformity and doubling as a repair for
weak exponence, fail to cover the Bole facts (necessary though they may be for
dealing with other phenomena).
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